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How To Tell A Story
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Trigger

How To Get Hooked

When it comes to your opener you want to start strong. Start selling with your very first line.
Advertising giants like David Ogilvy already stated that on average five times as many
people read the headline of your copy as the actual body. In other words if you invest one
dollar, euro or whatsoever into a copy 80 percent has to be invested into a headline that sells.
And there it only starts. A good headline gets their attention but your very first line of the
copy gets them addicted. And I know how toxic this sounds but I mean it in a healthy way. I
promise. And Promise is the right cue because this is what we want to deliver to them.
Referring to the great writer Samuel Johnson we want to deliver a large promise. And why is
that so?



Although people justify their buying decisions very rationally, they decide emotionally.
The fairly undiscovered area of neuromarketing already proved multiple times that there are
three barriers in our brain advertising has to break through to convert a client.
The first is the reptile brain which decides whether to escape or fight. But it is also a close
companion to our most primitive instincts like sex, hunger and curiostiy. Every agency likes
to tackle these instincts different, most use the old good approach ‘sex sells’. A dry copy and
a sexy image do a swell job for example. Not really my style but no judging.
Here is your chance to get your clients attention. Use contradictions like “Eat more of this
and get slim” or anything else that seems a bit unusual. In this stage it is quite helpful to
write in pictures. Make your prospect imagine his or her problem solved in a creative and
easy way. Everything exciting and easy is good and therefore worth listening to.
The second level is the limbic brain where we actually make decis ions emotionally based.
You can be a Warren Buffet or whoever but to some degree your choice will be made
emotionally. Most of the fancy folk just like to call this emotional portion ‘gut feeling’ or
‘intuition’. Don’t get me wrong. It is absolutely human to do so. Tony Robbins loves to
mention that people buy not things but feelings. It’s true. Even for toilet paper. I buy it so that
I can get my butt clean. Which makes me a lot more happier than using my hands or favourite
magazine. So in that example we buy it mostly to avoid feeling uncomfortable or creeped out.
Especially as we want to be recognized by others as normal human beings and no freaky
hippies.
But what does it mean for our ad, sales script or blog article?
It means that you have to create a story that is appealing. As soon as who has created true
emotional resonance in your prospect a call to action has to jump and convert. This is a very
short moment. If for example I like to sell a coffee machine to mothers I would choose either
fear or joy as my motives as both are very strong in conversion. Fear, a little bit more than joy
and this is because most of us would rather like to avoid pain than to gain a benefit. If I tell
you I will operate on you and the chance to survive are at 75 percent you would feel
uncertain.  On the other hand if I say that the chances to die tomorrow are at 25 percent you
would go nuts although nothing changed. You still got the 75 percent chance to enjoy your
next sun downer.
So let’s say I would go by fear then I probably would go for the story of a sleepy mother that
just for a moment lost track of her child that hurt itself badly. I would plead to their
conscience and tell them that a good mother is ready at all times and that our coffee machine
is there to make it sure.
Of course this is not the kind of advertising I would support but it is still a strong one.
After reading this story she would find the code, link, number, email or whatsoever.
So at the end we just leave some dry facts as rational support there. Our cortex, the third
level, will thankfully go over them and help the prospect convince themselves of the sale.
So now that you know that our start has to be huge let’s have a look at a few examples.

Text)

Start with the promise in the form of a question or a mysterious state.



“This Is Why French Social Media Managers Get Better Salaries.”

“Would You Pay 40€ to Save 4000€?”

“Be Rich When You’re Dead.”

“What If You Get The Results You Deserve?”

“What Would You Do With 3000€?”

“How Much Worth Is Your Youth?”

“Never Again Back Pain.”

“How A Tea Changed My Life”

“Drink This Before Your Next Date”

“This Backpack Saves Lives And This Is How.”

“They Laughed When I Stepped On Stage But Then This Happened.”

“5 Reasons Why Your Future Will Be Better Than Your Past.”

“Learn Any Language Within Three Days With This Chinese Trick.”

”Would You Invest 20€ in Bitcoin Today to Be Rich In a Year?“

”Interested in Earning This Month More Than in a Year?”

Sounds cheesy, right? If so then only because you’re not currently in the state of the potential
client. Jordan Belfort already mentioned how important it is to know who your clients are.
The answer to ‘sell me this pen’ is not the description of the benefits, it is a sequence of
humble questions. All determined to find out if the person is really in need of a new pen. If
not, don't waste your breath young padawan.
Your Headline is not only a hook but a cheap way to sift chaff from the wheat.
There are over seven billion people out there. If you only get half a percent you already
earned enough for a lifetime and those of the people you love.
But I understand if those examples are a little too abstract so here my offer. Let’s work
throughout this whole short pdf with the same example.
I’ve just got an order from Vera and Steve. Both sell green tea.
Basic commodity, highly competitive market.
Here we go.
I first would sit down with Vera and Steve and listen to their story.



Why do they get in business, what is their product made of, who are they selling to and what
do they perceive as their unique selling proposition, short USP. USP is the certain wow factor
why customers choose you over a similar product or service.
After this meeting I repeat what I already did before. I study their website and those of the
biggest competitors, I do a keyword search analysis and go through customer reviews and
forum comments. All this fuss just to create a BDF, a checklist and the pain points.
Sounds like algebra to you? Let’s break it down. Shall we?

BDF

Stands for Belief, Desires and feelings. In other words, what is the current life situation of the
client and his attitude towards his or her problem. What change do they desire and how can
your product or service solve it or at least ease the pain. Last but not least, how do they feel
about those issues, your business or market.

Believe: As daily life gets more and more packed with nonsense people lose focus of their
goals and ruin their inner balance. They know how important peace is but most simply don’t
want to invest their time into stuff like mediation and yoga.

Desires: Our stressed prospects wish for some moments of inner peace. Control is a state that
they are constantly seeking and longing for. Tea is the last resort considered.

Feeling: They mistrust everything and everyone trying to sell them peace as they think that
this is only a way to get into their purse and out. Teas are either something for Karens,
hippies, the ederly or people after their midlife crisis. Not something for the hip startup junior
manager, the freelance mother, the gym junkie or cool teens.

Checklist (Why do they want to buy?):

● To feel comfort. (Approach 1 & 2)
● To be happy.    (Approach 1 & 2)
● To be attractive (Approach 2)
● To make life easier. (Approach 1)
● To be healthy. (Approach 1 & 2)
● To save money (Approach 2)

You see that there are several possibilities to attack this ad. You don’t see it? Wait, here are
two examples.

1. Approach, Sport & lifestyle: Many people want to jump onto the healthy train.
Health leads to more self-confidence and more self-confidence to better relationships
and better jobs and with that to a better life. We all want to do better. A healthy body
and soul is the first strong step. The old Greeks already knew that in a healthy body



resides a healthy soul. Our Tea will detox their body and calm their nerves. Endresult
a better metabolism that burns calories and builds muscles. Plus your mind will be in
a state of relaxation which will make you much more open for new ideas and help you
enjoy your life much more.

2. Approach, beauty: A lot of skin issues can be related back to stress. Eliminating this
factor by just taking one cup of our tea on a daily basis will help your skin recover
and not only regain your beauty but help maintain it throughout the years. Stay young
while everyone around you fights their wrinkles. While everyone around fights their
wrinkles, you blossom. Plus save your money spent on expensive makeup.

What do they all have in common? Solution: Significance. People want to feel significant.
Ask Tony. He will confirm it. By the way, the strongest pain point or desire you can get. Tap
into that one and you will earn millions or billions. Depends on your marketing and pricing.

But back to our story. Now tell me, what are the pain points?



Approach 1, I feel not liked or successful enough and refer this back to my body and my
unorganized mind. In other words, I want to boost my self-confidence to become the person I
want to be and live the life I want to live.

Approach 2, I feel not liked or good enough and refer this back to my appearance OR I think
that my appearance is the only good trait I have to offer. In other words I want to become or
at least maintain my beauty to be liked in the future.

So you do see what I mean? Good, let’s move on. I want to make this a short guide and not
the encyclopedia of all copywriting, marketing and sales best practices.

So finally we are back at where we started. I know what a long detour but I had to make sure
that you understand my process. Copywriting is not sitting down and typing in a once upon a
time story. It is about understanding the ingredients of your business, analysing your problem
and opening new doors. Doors to better clients, better reputation and a better future.

So here we go.

Here is a brief version or my checklist for my headlines.

● Does it promise the reader a reward or benefit for reading or hearing the ad?
● Is it as specific as it can be?
● Does it avoid negatives?
● Is it clear and direct?
● Does it select the audience?

Let’s create bad and good examples for each point.

1. Benefit

Bad boy: Our newest Tea, now available in all markets. You’ll love it.

Good boy: 5 Reasons Why All Beauty Queens Love Our New ZenTea. (Approach 2)

2. Specific

Bad Boy: This Tea Will Help You Lose Weight fast.

Good boy: Lose 15 Pounds within 2 Weeks With 1 Tea a Day. (Approach 1)



3. Avoid Negatives

Bad Boy: ZenTea — no sugar.

Good Boy: ZenTea — 100% sugar free.

4. Clear

Bad boy: Zen Tea is made out of inorganic materials and pure ingredients.

Good Boy: Zen Tea. 100% Recycable. 100% Natural. 100% Good Taste.

5. Audience

Bad Boy: If You Like Tea You Will Love This.

Good Boy: Cut Your Makeup Costs in Half With This Tea.

Wait? What’s the matter with the last two? The first one sounds like it would fit the purpose
of attracting people who like tea. Is that not what we wanted?
Very sweet thinking buddy but wrong. Don’t try to sell to everybody. Do you know how big
the tea market is? You’ll be broke by your marketing costs before your product reaches the
first shelf.
Find your niche and then expand slowly and elegantly.
Nike and Red Bull chose on purpose the hero story. Establishing Role Models and using them
as an anchor to address their audience of young motivated people ready to break out of their
comfort zone.
Everybody wears shoes, okay most does, and a lot of people drink energy drinks but yet they
decided on purpose to work within their audience. This does not mean that from time to time
an old accountant will walk in Nikes or a math teacher will drink a red bull without having
the need of jumping off a spaceship.
My second headline will therefore focus on women and their desire of being and staying
beautiful. A tea that will redefine their natural beauty.
You got it? if not — your problem.



Problem

How To Stay Focused

So the prospect stumbled over your headline and is now testing if your ad, video, podcast or
whatsoever is worth their valuable time.
Again — start strong with the problem.
So here very short three examples:

1) Let’s be honest — most people these days will lose their beauty quicker than the
generations before and this without the chance of ever regaining it.

2) If you are like most people, maintaining a healthy work-life balance is long a lost
cause.

3) Remember the days where you felt like you had the freedom to just be you and live
life under your own terms? How does it feel now to be stuck in the same old routine
without being appreciated for who you really are?

I especially like the last one because it takes us back to our days as a juvenile. A very strong
emotional core gets hit by messages like this.

The only purpose of the problem part is to hit where it hurts. Do this with facts like numbers
and data and you will meet your clients on an emotional level and a rational one too.



Solution

Why We Are Your Best Bet

People are very leery. That’s why we take much effort in presenting the problem in an
emotional frame. We want them to really look forward to a promising solution.
So here a few examples and again these are just excerpts and not a full length copy:

1) This doesn't have to be this way and with just a simple choice you can change it
forever now. And this is how you do it.

2) We come from the same place and invested over 10 years in research to develop a
solution that really delivers what it promises, within less than 2 weeks and for less
than 5€. Too good to be true? Here is why and how it works.

3) You are not too old to feel like this again. Your best days are still ahead. And this is
why.

Seems a little bit over the top? Trust me. They work. Always. Our surroundings may change,
the way we communicate may change, but the way we think stays.



Procedure

This Is How It Works

This part is extremely dependent on the selling service or product.
In short I am selling here the features of the product that I have before translated into
benefits. Features are what producers like about their products or services and benefits are the
reasons why a customer would care for it. So if you for example say that the next smartphone
has new lithium batteries as a feature the customer really wants to hear that it has a longer
battery life and therefore 2 more hours of enjoying TikTok or their spotify playlist (‘Enjoy
Your Favourite Artists Now Even 2 Hours Longer. ZenPhone.’. Short example).
But here a few examples:

1) ZenTea is rich in zinc and vitamin c which work as a rejuvenating cure for your skin.
99% of our clients enjoy a softer and clearer skin after only 1 week.

2) Our highly accurate mix of Melissa and valerian will guarantee that you will feel your
mind calm down within no time. You will experience how thoughts become more
clear, more structured and more helpful than ever before.

3) Our ZenTea Light will provide you with the same energy of two cups of coffee but
zero sugar. You will be able to work more effectively and accomplish more than
others in a quicker time. And this while building muscles and kissing goodbye those
love handles.

Damn. Now I really like this tea too. Who doesn’t want to be their best version?



CTA

This Is How You Close

Remember the explanation that most people buy triggered by emotional states?
So don’t be a fool. As soon as you get your message across and create an emotional state in
your prospect, close the deal.
Always make clear that it is urgent, important and highly desired.
And time for some examples:

1) Don’t let your beauty pass you by like most do. Do it better. Do it today.  Drink
ZenTea.

2) Don’t waste another year seeing your goals and friends passing you by. Get Your
ZenTea. Now.

3) Start Your Best Days Today. Visit the Link and win 1 of the last 5 ZenTea Premium
Packages for FREE.



Oh wait. I gotta go. Some mails are just coming in.
It sure was a pleasure talking to you and I know.
There is so much more to talk about. Unfortunately I don’t get paid by giving all my wisdom
out for free.
Don’t waste your money on agencies who are willing to push your order to the deadline until
every penny is scratched out of you.
David Ogilvy already stated in his book on advertising how slow agencies are in producing
selling campaigns (if they are even lucky enough to do that.). And this coming from the
founder of one of the biggest agencies in the world.
I am quick, sharp and ahead of my competitors — isn’t that not the place you want to be in?
Don’t let the competition pass you by — book me today!

The End?


